Inspired by the Hindi word for conversation, Baatcheet is a series of short, fast-paced, multi-media presentations each with the common goal of inciting dynamic, public conversations about the visual culture of South Asia.

— BAATCHEET SPEAKERS —

google’s art project’s ANJALI JOSHI
art historian JOANNA WILLIAMS
south asian art collector DIPTI MATHUR
editor and writer ZAHID SARDAR
sanskrit scholar ROBERT GOLDMAN

featuring a
GUFTUGU ON ART
between
pakistani artist NAIZA KHAN &
at art collector DIPTI MATHUR

Sunday, October 16, 2011
2-5 pm
Berkeley Art Museum Gallery B

The event will be followed by a reception

— ORGANIZERS —

UC Berkeley’s Center for South Asia Studies
in collaboration with
the Asian Art Museum San Francisco, San Jose Museum of Art,
Center for South Asia Stanford, and BAM/PFA